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William R. Jordon Collection, 1929-1957
18 Items
Small Collection 943

OVERVIEW

Access: The collection is open under the rules and regulations of the Institute.


Property rights: The Institute for Regional Studies owns the property rights to this collection.

Copyrights: Copyrights to this collection is held by the Institute.

Citation: [Identification of item]. William R. Jordon Collection, (SC 943), Institute for Regional Studies, North Dakota State University, Fargo.

BIOGRAPHY

Businessman, of Page, N.D.

SCOPE AND CONTENT

Correspondence, financial records, and subscriptions, relating to Page Civic Club, chiefly a businessmen's civic organization of which Jordan was secretary-treasurer; material concerning the local golf club and East Central North Dakota Golf Association; and program of historical pageant "Spotlight thru the Years." Correspondents include Louis B. Hanna.
BOX AND FOLDER LIST

Correspondence, financial records, and subscriptions, relating to Page Civic Club, chiefly a businessmen's civic organization of which Jordan was secretary-treasurer; material concerning the local golf club and East Central North Dakota Golf Association; and program of historical pageant "Spotlight thru the Years." Correspondents include Louis B. Hanna.